All Three Per Fuel Free
What is the scheme?
Upon buying Carient Fully Synthetic, Carient Ultra (3 & 4 Ltr plastic can) and Blaze 4T-700 ml from our selected
retail outlets you can now avail free Altron Premium from the same retail outlet as per the following denomination:
Fuel
BLAZE 4T - 700 ML
Rs. 50 (Worth of Altron Premium)
CARIENT FULLY SYN 5W30 SN 4 LTR
4 Ltr Altron Premium
CARIENT ULTRA 10W40 SM 3 LTR
3 Ltr Altron Premium
CARIENT ULTRA 10W40 SM 4 LTR
4 Ltr Altron Premium
* Altron Premium will be given to consumers as per prevailing price up-to a maximum of Rs. 100 per liter.
How can you avail free Altron Premium from the retail outlet?
1. Just scratch the 16 digit secure code on the back of the pack
2. Ask your pump attendant for the 4 digit pump code
3. <4 digit code> space <16 digit code> send to 5454
4. Show the confirmation message and get free Altron Premium
Terms and Conditions of the Scheme:
1. Scheme is valid on selected retail outlets across Pakistan.
2. This scheme is not applicable on lubricants purchased from any place, other than the retail outlet on which the
scheme is applicable.
3. Free Altron Premium can only be availed from the same retail outlet from where the lubricant has been purchased
from.
4. Free Altron Premium can only be claimed upon showing the confirmation message received from 5454.
5. PSO will not be responsible if correct procedure is not followed for availing free Altron Premium.
6. The scheme is valid till January 31, 2019 or till stocks last
7. Please collect signed & stamped invoice from pump attendant as proof of purchase of lubricants.
8. Only 4 scratch code entries will be entertained through a single mobile number.
9. The decision of Pakistan State Oil Company Limited (“PSO”) regarding all matters pertaining to the Promotion
and award of Free Altron Premium will be final and binding.
10. PSO reserves the right to discontinue this Promotion or to change its terms and conditions at any time and for any
reason whatsoever.
11. In the event of any inconsistency between these terms and conditions and any advertising, promotional, publicity
and other materials relating to or in connection with this Promotion, these terms and conditions shall prevail.
12. By participating in this Promotion, all customers agree to be bound by these terms and conditions.
13. In the event any customer violates or otherwise does not comply with these terms and conditions, such customer
will automatically be disqualified from participating in the Promotion.
14. These terms and conditions shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of Pakistan.
15. PSO will bear no responsibility or liability for any matters except as expressly set out in these terms and
conditions.
In case of any complaint please call Taaluq 0800-03000 or email at taaluq@psopk.com

